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WQRD LIST
aperture apparatus catalog centrifuge component 7
gauge generator laser mechanism pristh

Galileo, Newton, and Edison would have envied the resources available
to modern scientists. New equipment can detect one part of phosphorous
in a billion parts of aluminum. High-powered telescopes can see rocks
and craters on planets millions of miles away Atom trackers can chart
the behavior of subatomic particles. The words in this lesson deal with
objects and instruments used in science.

1. aperture (áp’ar-char) noun from Latin aperire, “to open”
a. An adjustable opening in an instrument, such as a camera, that

controls the amount of light that enters
There is so little light in the night sky that you must open the
aperture on your camera all the way, in order to take a picture.

b. An opening or hole
The disappearance of the manhole cover left a dangerous aperture
in the street.

2. apparatus (Apa-ràtas) noun from Latin ad-, “to” + apparare,
“prepare”
Tools or equipment for a certain use

The photographer sat surrounded by cameras, lenses, and other
apparatus of his trade.

3. catalog (kát’I-ôg’) from Greek katalegein, “to list”
a. noun A systematic list and description of items

a The store’s holiday catalog listed clothes, tox’s, and household
goods separately.

b. verb To make a systematic list of items
• Perry carefully cataloged his vast stamp collection.

4. centrifuge (sèn’tra.fyöoj9 noun from Latin centrrnn, “center”
+ fugere, “to flee”
A machine that spins very fast, sending material outward from the
center and separating different substances by weight
• A centrifuge is used to separate cream from milk.

centrifugal adjective A car speeding around a curve will tend to slide
outward, due to centrifugal force.

5. component (kam-pO’nant) noun from corn-, “together” ± Latin
ponere, “to put”
A part of a larger whole
• Sam knew the model airplane must have another component, but no

more parts were in the box.
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6. gauge (gãj) from Middle English gaugen, “to measure
a. noiiii A tool used to measure or test

She used a gauge to check the air pressure in each tire.
b. verb To measure

He tried to gauge the distance to the next crossroads.

7. generator (jén’a.ráiar) noun from L.atin genera;-e, “to produce’
A machine that produces electrical energy from mechanical energy

• After the storms knocked out the electricit); ice turned on the
gasoline generator.

generate verb To start
• Jolene’s engagement generated excitement in the family.

8. laser (Iã’zar) noun
An electronic device that puts out a very narrow and intense beam
of light
• Many surgeons now use lasers instead of scalpels.

9. mechanism (mèk’a-nTz’am) noun from Greek ,nekliane, “machine”
The working parts of a machine
• The gears are a vital mechanism of a car’s transmission.

mechanic 7707117 Under the car, themechanic carefully examined the
brake system.

mechanical adjective It took only a little mechanical know-how to fix
the bicycle.

10. prism (priz’ain) noun from Greek prizein, “to saw or cut”
A piece of cut glass or plastic that bends arid separates light into its
component colors
• The prism turned slowly on its string, sending a rainbow of colors

around the room.

Acronyms I
The word laser is an acronym, or a word that is formed from the B

first letters of other words. Laser is formed from “light amplification by
stimulated emission of radiation.” Radar comcs from <‘radio detection
and ranging.”
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Objects and Instruments



NAME

______ _______________________________________

DATE

Write the correct word in the space next to each definition.

___________

1. a detailed list with

__________________

6. working parts of a machine
descriptions

7. a piece of glass that bends

___________________

2. a device that puts out a strong light rays
beam of light

___________________

8. tools for a certain use

_________________

3. a measuring device

__________________

9. a part of something

_____________________

4. an electricity maker

___________________

10. an adjustable hole in a piece

_____________________

6. a substance separator of equipment

Write the letter for the word that best completes each sentence.

________

I. Our portable ran out of gas, so we lost our electricity.
a. laser b.gauge c. centrifuge d. generator

2. A washing machine’s spin cycle works like a(n) to remove water from
the clothing.
a. generator b. centrifuge C. aperture d. component

________

3. The science teacher used special to demonstrate the chemical reaction.
a. catalogs b. generators c. apparatus d. prisms

______ 4. The

_______

on the automatic timer was broken, so the machine didn’t turn on.
a. aperture b. laser C. mechanism d. generator

________

5. The store’s spring always seems to arrive in the middle of winter.
a. gauge b. catalog c. aperture d. prism

________

6. The

________

made an incision into a very small area of the patient’s eye.
a. laser b. gauge c. prism d. centrifuge

_______

7. The pupil is a(n) that automatically adjusts to the brightness of
the light.
a. aperture b. apparatus C. gauge d. generator

8. Vhen the light strikes the a certain way, you can see a rainbow
of colors.
a. centrifuge b. gauge c. catalog d. prism

9. A TV is made from many separate
a. lasers b. centrifuges C. components d. generators

10. Always check the fuel before driving, to make sure you have enough gas.
a. gauge b. catalog C. generator d. laser

Challenge: To be sure that she could put it back together correctly, Sally careffiUy cataloged
the of the as she took it apart.
a. gauges.. prism b. components.. mechanism C. generators.. aperture

—a S



The LISPTO—Guardian of Inventions
1-low can inventors guard their rights? How can people
find out about new inventions? The USPTO, formally
knovn as the United States Patent and Trademark
Office, helps both inventors and those who try to locate
inventions. (1) It registers trademarks, maintains
catalogs, and provides a search service for public use.
It also allows inventors to protect their creations.

U.S. patents were issued beginning in 1790, before
the USPTO was established. But since 1825, the USPTO
has processed and maintained records for millions of
inventions. Some have been funny, such as a doggy
moustache cup and a traveler’s portable hammock for
use in trains. But thousands of other inventions have
been scientific breakthroughs.

The 1800s saw a rapid increase in patent applications.
(2) One was for a camera with a moveable aperture.
1his allowed photographers to control the amount of
light that reached the film or plate. (3) Another was
for a reaper that had appanitus for bending and cutting
shafts of grain.

Patents also protected inventions that applied
the steam engine to travel. (4) These were powerful
coiiiponents in the advancement of transportation and
trade. (5) Newly patented pressure gauges enabled
steam power to be used in safer, more effective ways,
in the I 800s.

(6) By the late 1800s and early 1900s, giant new
generators and transformers were beirg built. These
allowed electricity to become a major energy source.
Thomas A. Edison’s inventions that used this energy
source were patented at an amazing rate. Eventually, he

held more than a thousand U.S. patents. (7) Countless
others have invented additional mechanisms for machines
that use electrical power.

The 1900s brought an avalanche of inventions.
Among them were the automobile, airplane, space
capsule, submarine, television, telephone, and computer.
(8) A new ultra centrifuge earned its inventor a Nobel
Prize, in 1926. Rotating at extremely high speed, it
was used for chemical and medical testing, and
experiments. (9) The laser, invented in 1958, has many
medical and communications applications.

Countless new patents are already on the horizon.
Some will likely be connected to space exploration.
(10) An experimental prism is already in development
for use with space optics. The USPTO will be there to
protect them all.

_______

2. One was for a camera with a moveable

________

a. lens opening b. measurement tool

Objects and Instruments

.1

Each sentence below refers to a numbered sentence in the passage. Write the letter of
the choice that gives the sentence a meaning that is closest to the original sentence.

________

1. It registers trademarks, maintains , and provides a search service for
public use.
a. historical records b. diagrams C. listings d. parts of the whole

C. cut glass d. light beam

_______

3. Another was for a reaper that had

________

for bending and cutting shafts
of grain.
a. spins b. openings C. tools

________

4. These were powerful the advancement of transportation and trade.
a. obstacles to b. parts of C. separations in

a
C
LA

a
d. light separators

C
d. measurements in
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NAME

_____ ____________________________________

DATE

_______________________

________

5. Newly patented pressure enabled steam power to be used in safer, more
effective ways.
a. levers and pulleys b. sources of fuel c. working parts d. measurement devices

________

6. By the late iSOOs and early l900s, giant new and transformers were
being built.
a. computers b. measurements C. lighting tools d. electricity makers

________

7. Countless others have invented additional for machines that use
electrical power.
a. separators b. openings C. measurements d. working parts

8. A new ultra —_______ earned its inventor a Nobel Prize, in 1926:
a. reflector b. separator c. machine d. measurement tool

________

9. The , invented in 1958, has many medical and communications
applications.
a. converter b. special tool C. electronic light device d. camera lens

________

10. An experimental is already in development for use with space optics.
a. light bender b. light reducer C. converter d. separator

Indicate whether the statements below are TRUE or FALSE according to the passage.

1. The USO issued the first U.S. patents.

________

2. Many significant inventions have been created since 1900.
-

_______

3 Few important imentions appeared before 1900

Thmlc of an mvention that you would ftnd useful What would it do
What would it look like? In an expository essay, describe the purpose of
your invention, why it is needed, and how it might work. You may make -

your invention as silly or as serious as you like. Your piece should be at
least three paragraphs long. Use at least three lesson words in your essay
and underline them.

Complete the sentence by writing the correct form of the word shown in
parentheses. You may not need to change the form that is given.

__________________

1. Nowadays, are used in common household devices, such as CD players.
(laser)

___________________

2. When the sunlight hit the window, the two

________

scattered splashes of colored
light about the room. (prism)

_____________________

3. Iast year, for insurance purposes, the museum

________

each new addition to its
collection. (catalog)

a
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4. Miriam is an actress, skilled at the interests of her audience. (gauge)

5. Gerry had a knack for working with things. (mechanism)

6. In a new artistic concept, visitors to the museum viewed some pieces of art

through built into walls. (aperture)

7. The new student much interest among his classmates. (generator)

8. Some amusement-park rides rely on foice to hold riders in position.

(centnfiige)

9. Work, friends, and family ace of a satisfying life. (component)

_______________

10. The magician used some elaborate in his stage performance. (apparatus)

:FJctL O:,; 1T H .E :W:AH P Lk-

Choose the answer that best describes the action or situation.

1. Something that could be used to make a
a. air b. water C. stone ci. glass

2. An example of a nicchanisnz
a. a kitchen b. a sharp knife C. bike gears U. a helmet

3. Common apparatus used with a portable CD player
a. headphones b. a window C. a sandwich d. drums

4. An example of centnfiigal force at work
a. kicking a ball b. rtinning a sprint C. jumping a hurdle d. riding around a curve

5. Something that might generate enthusiasm
a. a boring speech b. a firm handshake c. a lively pep talk d. a warm room

_______

6. Something that is NOT a gauge
a. a kilometer b. a speedometer c. a pedometer d. a thermometer

_________

7. Something with an aperture
a. a tractor b. a telescope C. a screwdriver d. a computer

________

8. Something that is NOT a component of a music system
a. a CD player b. speakers C. a tape player d. a singer

9. One type of business that uses catalogs
a. a department store b. a car vash C. a restaurant d. snow removal

10. Something that would be likely to use lasers
a. a camera lens b. a light show C. a radio d. a tractor
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Uniti Nonfiction

The mas&ve stadium in Mexico City was almost empty. Only a few thousand spectators
lingered in the stands. No one thought there was reason to stay. it had been over an hour
since the gold-medal winner for the 1968 Olympic marathon race had crossed the finish
line. Any drama left in this over-26-mile (41.6 km) grueling endurance race was long past.
Or was it?

John Stephen Akhwari, a runner from Tanzania, entered the stadium. The last runner,
Akhwari was in obvious pain. One leg was bloody and bandaged, and with every step
Akhwari winced in agony. Refusing to quit, Akhwari circled the empty track, struggling to
make it to the finish line.

At first the spectators were puzzled. Why
would anyone in such agonizing pain
continue? The winners had already
been determined and had left. Then the
spectators realized something. They
realized they were witness to, as one
reporter later wrote, “a runner who
symbolizes the finest in the human spirit

a performance that gave meaning to the
word courage.”

One by one the spectators began a slow,
steady clap. Soon, everyone remaining
was clapping. They clapped until Akhwari
struggled across the finish line. Then they
began to cheer. They cheered as if Akhwari
was not the last runner, but the first.

After the race, Akhwari was asked the
question that was on most spectators’
minds: Why would anyone in such
agonizing pain continue when there was
no chance of winning? Akhwari’s answer
was eloquent in its simplicity: “My country
did not send me to Mexico City to start the
race,” Akhwari replied. “They sent me to
finish the race.”

The LastMan

f/f
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A Pace Too Slow

Lily took a deep breath to calm her nerves. Then, she began to speak: “For my oral report

on an Olympic athlete, I chose Emil Zatopek. Zatopek was 30 years old when he took part

in the 1952 Olympics in Helsinki, Finland. Zatopek won two gold medals at the games,

winning both the 10,000-meter and 5,000-meter runs. That would have been enough for

most athletes. Instead, Zatopek said he would compete in the longest and most grueling

race in the entire Olympics. He said he would compete in the marathon.”

Lily smiled at her classmates as she continued. “Everyone couldn’t believe what they were

hearing, because Zatopek had never run a marathon race in his life. He had never even

trained for one! The marathon is a race of endurance, and its distance was well over four

times that of any race Zatopek had ever competed in before.”

“So did he even finish?” interrupted Alex.

‘After 9 miles:’ Lily continued, “he and the British runner Jim Peters were in the lead. Just

six weeks before, Peters had run the fastest marathon in the world. Zatopek wasn’t sure

how he should be pacing himself, having never even trained, so he turned to Peters and

asked, ‘The pace, is it fast enough?’

“Peters said later that he knew the
pace was too fast, and he felt more
exhausted than he should have felt
at that point. Not wanting Zatopek to
know, Peters answered, ‘No, it’s too
slow.”

Lily’s eyes lit up as she finished the
story, “So Zatopek thinks about what
Peters says and then speeds up!
And Zatopek went on to win the gold
medal!”
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Show What You Know
The following are questions based on the passages “The Last Man” and “A Pace Too Slow”

It needed, you may look back at the passages to answer the questions.

1. Akhwari winced in agony because

( he had an injured leg.

© he was the last runner.

J he circled the empty track.

© he wanted spectators to clap.

2. How many gold medals did Zatopek win at the 1952 Olympics?

1

@4

3. What do bath stories have in common?

® fast runners

© winning runners

© endurance runners

© Tanzanian runners

4. The marathon is most likely considered to be a grueling race because

it is very long and tiring.

® it is an Olympic event.

© it requires one to train.

it symbolizes the human spirit.

5. From the stories, what can one tell is most likely to be true?

® Zatopek cared more about winning than Akhwari.

© Zatopek cared less about finishing than Akhwari.

© Zatopek trained harder for the Olympics than Akhwari.

© Zatopek finished the marathon in less pain than Akhwari.



Unit 1 1 Questions

_

Show What You KnOw(cont.j

6. Fill in the boxes with information about how the spectators felt (and why) when
Akhwari did the following:

I - HowTheyFe/t Why TheyFeltthat Way

entered the stadium I
finished the race

7 Make bars on the graph to show the distance difference between the Olympic
events Zatopek competed in. (Hint: A marathon is about 42,000 meters). The first
bar is drawn in for you.

5,000-meter run

10,000-meter run

marathon L
- L LLJ

distance (in thousands of meters)

Write three or more sentences that tell what each story is about.

8. “The Last Man”

9. “A Pace Too Slow”

10. Think about a time when you finished or did something even though you knew
you would not be first or the best. Write one or more paragraphs. Describe what
you did and what you gained by finishing. (Use a separate piece of paper)
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A Genuine Hoax

One evening in 191Z Elsie Wright and her cousin Frances Griffith were scolded for being
late for dinner The girls’ excuse was that they had been busy watching fairies. The
adults didn’t believe the girls’ extraordinary excuse, but then Elsie and Frances produced
photographs of themselves surrounded by tiny winged people.

Elsie’s mother sent the photographs to people who believed they were real. When one
famous author saw the photos, he believed they were real, too. The author was Arthur
Conan Doyle. Doyle is best known for his Sherlock Holmes detective novels. When Doyle
published the photographs in a magazine, they became some of the most talked-about
pictures of the 1900s. Thousands of viewers thought they were genuine.

Many others thought the pictures were a hoax. The girls were questioned over and over,
but the girls maintained that the pictures were genuine photographs of real fairies. It was
only in the 1980s, when Elsie was a very old woman, that she confessed.

Elsie explained that she and Frances had copied fairy pictures from a book, cut them out,
and pinned them onto tree branches. They took pictures of the tairies in different positions
and then developed the pictures in Elsie’s father’s darkroom. It was nothing but a prank.
The girls had never expected to be believed, especially since the tops of the pins they used
to hang the drawings could be seen in several of the pictures!

One would think that since the pictures were not genuine, they would be worthless.
Instead, their fame has made them valuable. The photographs from this genuine hoax
have sold for many thousands of dollars.



Unit 3 Fiction

_ _

The Counterfeit Painting

‘This next painting:’ the auctioneer announced, “is the one
I am sure many at you have been waiting for. As reported
in the news, it was recently discovered in someone’s attic.
The find was so amazing that initially people believed the
painting to be counterfeit. They believed it was some kind
of hoax:’

“I can assure you, dear bidders:’ the auctioneer reassured
his audience, ‘that the painting isn’t a counterfeit 12th-
century painting. It is definitely not a hoax. Art experts
have conducted scientific tests, and every expert
maintains that the painting is a genuine 12th-century
masterpiece from Germany. Feast your eyes on its
magnificent colors!”

“Note the artist’s attention to detail,” the auctioneer continued. “Even the coffee-plant branch

and berries decorating the coffee pot on the left-hand side of the canvas are amazingly

lifelike. We will start the bidding at $50,000:’

‘This will be a good painting for the museum:’ said
Maria’s father.

“Don’t bid!” Maria said to her father. “It’s not a genuine
12th-century masterpiece:’

“I’m the museum curator:’ Maria’s father told her
“You’re only in middle school. What do you know?”

“I know that history is a middle-school subject:’
answered Maria. “One thing we learned about in
history was coffee:’

“So what about coffee?” asked Maria’s father

“Coffee may be grown in tropical countries all over the world today, but it came from
Ethiopia. It was discovered in the 900s. Traders carried it from Africa across the Red Sea to
Arabia and then Turkey. It wasn’t brought to Europe until the early 1600s’

coffee beans

Maria’s father stood up. He said loudly, “No one should bid on this painting.”
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Show What You Know
The following are questions based on the passages ‘¼ Genuine Hoax” and “The Counterfeit

Painting.” If needed, you may look back at the passages to answer the questions.

1. About how many years did the fairy-photograph hoax last?

® about 25 years

© about 45 years

© about 65 years

© about 85 years

2. From the story, one can tell that both Maria and her father knew that

® Germany is tropical.

© Germany is in Africa.

© Germany is in Europe.

© Germany is by the Red Sea.

3. What do both stories have in common?

® genuine masterpieces

© extraordinary hoaxes

© lifelike photographs

© counterfeit paintings

4. When one maintains something,

one declares it to be a hoax.

one declares it to be a prank.

© one declares it to be valuable.

© one declares it to be the truth.

5. If the painting sells for thousands of dollars after it is known to be counterfeit,
it might be because

it became famous.

® experts conducted tests.

© the auctioneer started bidding.

© it is a genuine 12th-century painting.
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Show What You Know(00t.]

6. List some details from the story “A Genuine Hoax” that might make one believe or

not believe that the photographs were real.

Real f Not Real

7 Write down four facts about coffee.

a.

b.

d.

Write three or more sentences that tell what each story is about.

8. “A Genuine Hoax”

9. “The Counterfeit Painting”

10. Think about how you would feel if you saw a photograph of an alien printed on

the front page of a newspaper. Why might you believe it is real? Why might you

think it is a hoax? (Use a separate piece of paper Your answer should beat least one

paragraph long.)
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To the Pole

On March 8, 1986, the Steger Expedition set off. Ann Bancroft was the only female
member of the team. Bancroft, along with her seven male team members, set off from
Canada’s Northwest Territories. The goal was 1,000 miles (1,609 km) across the ice
to the North Pole.

Unlike other expeditions, this one wouldn’t depend on outside help. Airplanes wouldn’t be
dropping off food along the way Using dogs and sleds, the team would carry everything
they needed. They would have to ration their food and try to make it last the distance.

Bancroft found the journey grueling and exhausting. Once, the snow she was standing
on gave way, plunging her into the frigid waters of the Arctic Ocean. With quick thinking,
Bancroft extended her arms, anchoring them on more solid ice. Then, using all of her
strength, she wriggled up over the edge. Bancroft had avoided drowning, but now she was
at risk of freezing to death. As quickly as she could, she changed into dry clothes and tried
to raise her body temperature by pushing the sleds forward.

It took Bancroft two full days to feel warm again, but she didn’t complain once. When
Bancroft was young, school was especially difficult for her. Dyslexic, she had trouble
learning to read and retaining information. Instead of complaining whenever conditions
were especially grueling, Bancroft would think, “School was harder”

Bancroft arrived at the North Pole on May 1, 1986, with five other members of her team.
(Two members were airlifted out for medical reasons.) On that day, Bancroft became the
first known woman in history to cross the ice to the North Pole.
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Benjamin couldn’t help but notice the dark mass in the distance. It was easy to spot
because everything else, in all directions and as far as the eye could see, was white.
Benjamin turned to alert his expedition teammate Marshall, but Benjamin could tell
Marshall already had spotted the dark object, too.

As the two men temporarily abandoned their sleds and skied toward the mass, Marshall
said, ‘Probably a meteorite. How strange and peculiar to see something that isn’t whit&
It really stands out. Black really livens up a landscape, doesn’t it?”

When the two adventurers reached the object, they saw that it wasn’t a meteorite: it was a
waterproof bag filled with high-energy food rations placed atop a mound of snow. “Seeing
as how we have to consume three times our normal calorie amount to maintain our body
warmth and energy level up here, I’m pleased with the find. But wherever did this come
from?” asked Marshall, puzzled.

As Benjamin looked at a note attached inside the bag to the food rations, he said with a
chuckle, “It came from where we’re going:’

“Now I’m even more perplexed,” said Marshall. “What do you mean it came from where
we’re going?”

“Remember that the North Pole is located in an area of drifting ice;’ explained Benjamin.
“It’s not ice atop solid ground like the South Pole. There isn’t a monument to mark its exact
location, so we’ll have to use our navigation equipment to locate it when we get close.
We’re not at the North Pole now, but this bag has been! It was left at the Pole foLir years

ago by a previous expedition!”

From Where We’re Going
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Show What You Know
The following are questions based on the passages “To the Pole” and “From Where We’re

Soing.” If needed, you may look back at the passages to answer the questions.

1. About how long did it take for Ann Bancroft to reach the North Pole?

® almost 4 weeks

© almost 6 weeks

© almost 8 weeks

© almost 10 weeks

2. Most likely, if Benjamin and Marshall spotted something that was not white

it would be a meteorite.

© it would have been difficult to locate.

© it would have once been at the North Pole.

© it would not be part of the natural landscape.

3. What do both stories have in common?

® meteorites

ëJ expeditions

© the South Pole

a near drowning

4. Most likely when Ann Bancroft was part of the Steger Expedition she had to
consume

® her normal calorie count.

two times her normal calorie count.

© three times her normal calorie count.

© four times her normal calorie count.

5. From the stories, one can tell that Benjamin and Marshall

had a team member airlifted out.

® did not carry navigation equipment.

© had seen the monument at the South Pole.

were at risk of plunging into the Arctic Ocean.



Unit 4 Questions

Show What You Know [cont.]

6. Fill in the boxes to show what Bancrolt did.

1. snow she was stnc1iri 2. 3.
ongaveway

6. pushed sleds forward 5. j 4. w.Hgg!ed u over edge

__

7 Fill in the boxes with information about the North and South Poles.

North South

Write three or more sentences that tell what each story is about.

8. “To the Pole”

9. “From Where We’re Going”

10. Think about what Ann Bancroft did when she found conditions especially
grueling. Write one paragraph or more where you discuss what you might
think about or do to prevent yourself from complaining during difficult times.
(Use a separate piece of paper)
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A Short History of the Match

Matches were invented along people’s quest to control fire. Matches allow one to start a tire
at a time and place of on&s choosing. Today, matches are a safe and easy convenience,
but this wasn’t always the case. One of the first matches to be invented was in 1827 by the
Englishman John Walker. All one had to do was strike the match against a rough surface
for it to break into flame. Rut the match was as long as a person’s arm.

Smaller versions of the match were sold later that
year by Samuel Jones. These matches may have
been more convenient, but they were far from perfect.
They were often difficult to ignite, didn’t always
produce an even flame, and frequently erupted in a
shower of sparks. In addition, they stank like rotten
eggs.

Charles Sauna, a Frenchman, added white
phosphorous to the match’s chemical mixture in
1830. The white phosphorous took care of the
stench. Sauna’s sweeter-smelling matches sold well,
but they were extremely dangerous. This was due
to the white phosphorous, an extremely hazardous
chemical. Workers in match factories began to come down with an ailment nicknamed
“phossy jaw:’ This ailment caused gums to swell, teeth to rot, and then, jaw bones to rot
away. The phosphorous even caused match-sellers to lose their hair.

Once the connection between people’s ailments and the hazardous chemical was made,
an alternative match was invented. In 1855, Johan Lundstrom, a Swede, patented a match
that ignited when struck against red phosphorous. Like today, the matches were sold in a
box with a strip of red phosphorous painted on its side. Matchbooks followed ni 1889.



Unit 5 4 Fiction

A Native-American Fire Tale

Long ago, Fox began imitating the cry of the Geese because he yearned to speak to

animals other than foxes. When the Geese heard Fox imitating their calls, they were greatly

amused. They gave Fox a pair of wings and told him that as long as he kept his eyes shut,

he could practice his calls while flying with them over the countryside.

Fox was proud that he could communicate with the I,

Geese. Fox did not mean to break his promise, but “

when the Geese flew low over a settlement of fireflies, .. t
Fox was startled by the sudden brightness and opened .‘

his eyes. As soon as Fox opened his eyes, he fell from ‘

the sky and landed in a firefly village surrounded by a

high wall. a
Looking around the village, Fox saw something he had

never seen before: it was fire. Fox yearned to take fire

to his friends outside the village, as he knew it would

be of great use. After Fox learned the light and flame

language of the fireflies, he tied a piece of cedar bark to

his tail and then offered to dance for the fireflies.

Fox purposefully danced so close to the fire that the cedar bark on his tail caught on fire.

Then, Fox called to the cedar tree to bend down and catapult him over the high wall. After

the tree catapulted Fox out of the village, Fox ran across the countryside, scattering sparks

with his tail. When the fireflies caught up with Fox, they took away his flame forever. The

Apache people meanwhile gathered up the scattered sparks and began to use fire.



Unit 5 Questions

Show WhatYou Know
The following are based on “A Short History of the Match” and “A Native-American Fire Thle.”

If needed, you may look back at the passages to answer the questions.

1. What was not a problem with the matches sold by Samuel Jones?

® They stank like rotten eggs.

® They were often difficult to ignite.

(33 They frequently erupted in a shower of sparks.

(33 They contained an extremely hazardous chemical.

2. When something is catapulted, it is
A3 gathered up and used.

® scattered far and wide.

© surrounded by a high wall.

(33 moved suddenly and quickly.

3. Both stories are about

® fire hazards.

© what was used to start fire.

© how people first learned of fire.

© the connection between inventors and fire.

4. From the stories, one can tell that

no better matches will be ever be invented.

© people today no longer try to control fire.

© some changes may end up not being improvements.

© the phosphorous in fireflies causes them to smell.

5. Stories about fire were most likely told because

® controlling fire was important to people.

© finding alternatives were important to people.
(33 convenient inventions were important to people.

© communicating with animals was important to people.



Unit 5
S

Show What You Know (cont.]

Questions

6. Fill in the dates from the story on the time line to help keep the match-history

facts in order. Below the dates, write in inventor names and a brief fact about

matches during that time.

1827 1889
c_

7 Fill in the boxes to show how the story about fox develops.

2. Fox flies with
Geese

7 6. Fox CdtapLñted

out

5.

4.

Write three or more sentences that tell what each story is about.

8. “A Short History of the Match”

9. “A Native-American Fire Tale”

10. Think of something we have or use today (you may choose fire, if you desire).

Write your own folk tale about how we came to have or use it. Your tale should be

one or more paragraphs long. (Use a separate piece of paper)

I i
1

1. 3’



Unit 7_,_J (,nfiction

The Escape Artist

When Harry Houdini went to Berlin, Germany, he was taken to police headquarters. There,
with 300 police officers observing, all of his clothes were removed, and he was examined
carefully. The police were looking for a tiny tool or key that Houdini might have hidden. After
carefully examining his hair, mouth, ears, and between his toes, the police taped Houdini’s
mouth shut and locked his arms behind his back. Police thumbscrews, finger locks,
handcuffs, and leg irons were all used. Then, Houdini was wrapped in a blanket and put on
an examining table.

Houdini escaped in just six minutes. The police
were astonished. They were also upset. They
issued a statement that said, LAt this time, we are
unable to explain the way in which the locks are
opened and remain undamaged:’

Houdini was born in 1874 and died in 1926. His
success as an escape artist came in part due to
his strict training. Houdini never stopped studying
locks. He took them apart and put them back
together time after time. He exercised relentlessly,
developing powerful muscles. Though born
right-handed, he forced himself to use his left-
hand until he could use it as well as his right. He
trained his toes until they were as strong and
dexterous as most people’s fingers,

Part of Houdini’s fame lay in his secret techniques
for escape. Yet there came a time when Houdini
freely revealed some of his secrets. In 191Z the
United States declared war against Germany.
Told he was too old to enlist, Houdini volunteered
to teach. He taught soldiers how to escape from
German-made handcuffs, open locked doors,
untangle ropes, and breathe underwater.

Harry Houdini
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The Charlatan

“I’ll be there waiting for you.” At these words, everyone in the room burst out laughing.

“No:’ said the prison warden, “I don’t think you will be, Leonardo. These walls are solid

brick, and as you can plainly see, there are no windows, ducts, or vent openings. No one

will be able to get in to help you.

‘You’re going to regret your rash boasting,”
continued the warden with a determined and steely
glint in his eye. “I’m going to prove once and for all

that you’re nothing but a sneaky charlatan. When

my men close this door, you’ll be left with your arms

chained behind your back and your feet shackled
in irons and bound with tightly knotted rope.
Altogether, there are 17 different locks on your

restraints, each impossible to cut through or pick.

When we return from ILinch. you’ll be here waiting.”

As the door of the cell swung shut, the prison
warden said firmly, “Today is the day that we will
have indisputable proof that this guy is nothing but

a trickster We’ll free him when we return from the
restaurant:’

Exactly seven minutes later the warden and all his
men strolled into the restaurant where they had arranged a press conference over lunch.

They gasped in disbelief and astonishment when they saw Leonardo. “I’m ready to eat;’

Leonardo announced with an impish grin.

Later that evening, Leonardo was watching the news with his brother Terrence. “They’re

calling me the escape artist of the century;’ said Leonardo.

Terrence turned his identical face to Leonardo and said in his identical voice, “Next time,

you get the cell:’

I

(f 7/



Unit? ) ( QuestionsW

Show What You Know
The following are questions based on the passages “The Escape Artist” and “The Charlatan.”

If needed, you may look back at the passages to answer the questions.

1. A proverb is an old and familiar saying that tells something wise. Houdini would
most likely agree with what proverb?

Ignorance is bliss.

® What will be will be.

© Practice makes perfect.

© A watched pot never boils.

2. A charlatan is a person who

® is impish.

© isa fake.

© is identical.

© is an escape artist.

3. What did you read about in both stories?

an improbable escape

an indisputable trickster

a powerful charlatan who escaped

© an escape from a strong prison cell

4. Most likely, the police in Berlin didn’t know that Houdini

® had damaged the locks.

(.J had hidden tools in his clothes.

( could easily open locks with his toes.

© sometimes used tiny lock-picking tools.

5. From the stories, one can tell that most likely

® only Houdini could undo locks.

® only Terrence could undo locks.

© only Leonardo could undo locks.

Houdini, Terrence, and Leonardo could undo locks.



Unit 7 1 C Questions

Show What You Know (cont.]

6. List five things Houdini did that helped him develop into an escape artist.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

7 Fill in the chart with information about what the brothers were doing at different
parts of the story.

Beginning Middle End

Leonardo

Terrence

Write three or more sentences that tell what each story is about.

8. “The Escape Artist”

9. “The Charlatan”

10. Do you think Leonardo and Terrence were any less of escape artists than
Houdini? Write one or more paragraphs telling why or why not. Make sure you
discuss training in your answer. (Use a separate piece of paper)



Lesson 3Q..

Jiusfness_

Business activity is the backbone of any economy. It includes everything
from a child’s lemonade stand to a multibillion-dollar corporation. The
words in this lesson can relate to all types of commercial undertakings.

1. backlog (bàk’IOg’) noun
Unfinished work or unfilled orders

‘The staff had to work overtime to process
the backlog of holiday orders.

2. barter (bärtar) verb
To trade goods or services without using
money; to exchange

Anna bartered babysitting services
for piano lessons:

3. commerce (kóm’ars) noun from Latin corn-, “together” + tnerx,
“merchandise”
Trade; buying and selling of merchandise, especially in large amounts
. Commerce between the United States and China has increased

dramatically.

commercial adjective Done or created to make a profit
• Banks give commercial loans to help businesses expand their

operations.

4. franchise (fràn’chiz’) from French franche, “free”
a. noun The right to sell or distribute an established product
or service

• Mr. Patel purchased a franchise for a doughnut store.
I,. verb To grant someone else the right to sell one’s product or service

• Encouraged by the success of her tire store, Ms. Donner franchised
it in another city.

5. inflation (in-f la’shan) noun from Latin in-, “in” + flare, “to blow”
A continuing rise in prices throughout the economy
• Our dollar buys less in times of inflation.

inflationary adjective Higher oil prices may have an inflationary
effect on the economy.

inflate verb To expand with air or gas
• Be sure you inflate your bike tires properly.

inflate verb To enlarge abnormally or improperly
• Attention from lots of girls inflated the football player’s ego.

A commercial is also a
noun meaning’a paid. -

advertisenient’ a in a TV -

commercIal, - -

barter

--a



6. inventory (in’van-tôr’e) from Latin in-, ‘in” + yen ire,
“to come”
a. noun Goodsbrtnaterials in stock or on hand

Inventory in the warehouse has increased as a result of declining
orders.

b. verb To make a list of goods or materials on hand
We inventoried the costumes in the storeroom to decide whether
we needed to buy new ones for the play.

7. merger (mâr’jar) non;; from Latin mergere, “to plunge”
The union of two or more companies or organizations
• After their merger, the two community banks moved into one

building.

merge vcrh Ib bring together; to unite
• The two rivers merged at the edge of town.

B. monopoly (ma-nöp’a-le) noun from Greek mono, “one-i- polein,
“to sell”
Complete ownership or exclusive control
• At one time, England held a monopoly on salt production in India.

monopolize verb Somehow George always managed to monopolize
the conversation.

9. patron (pa tran) non;; from Latin pat tonus, “father”
a. A regular customer

• The hostess greeted the restaurant’s patrons by name.
b. A person giving financial support to a cause

• The school’s auditorium was named for a generous patron

patronize verb I try to patronize the shops that give me the best
personal service.

10. vendor (yen ‘dar) ;;o;i;; from La tin vendore, “to sell”
A person or company that sells something
• Street vendors usually obtain licenses to display and sell

their goods.

vend verb Many companies vend products over the Internet.

Together words
Compound words like backlog, put together from two separate words,

can be found throughout the English language. Back is used in backbone,
backbreaking, background, backhanded, backlash, backpedal, backspin,
backstab, backstage, and many other words.

Of course, we don’t always think about how our words are formed. How
many of us are conscious of breaking the fast, or starting to eat again after
not eating for a long time, when we eat breakfast?

-

A.

0.
0
I-)

Cz
C
0
a,
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• NAME DATE

Write the correct word in the space next to each definition.

___________________

1. exclusive control

___________________

6. a regular supporter

___________________

2. the right to operate a

___________________

7. an increase in prices across
particular business all products

_________________

3. the combining of companies

_________________

8. orders waiting to be filled

__________________

4. to trade with no exchange

__________________

9. a seller of goods or services

of

money

______________

10. the buying and selling

__________________

5. all products in stock of goods

Write the letter for the word that best completes each sentence.

1. The special sales promotion was intended to eliminate the store’s excess

________

a. commerce b. inflation c. monopoly d. inventory

2. Clever shoppers often try to find the

________

with the lowest prices.
a. vendor b. patron c. merger d. monopoly

3. A

________

of orders occurs when the demand for a product is greater than the supply.
- a. backlog b. vendor c. patron d. merger

_______

4. . causes hardships for people whose income does not increase along
with prices.
a. Inventory b. Barter c. Inflation d. Commerce

________

5. A(n)

________

is an attractive investment because the business is already successful.
a. barter b. franchise c. backlog d. inventory

________

6. Billy tried unsuccessfully to

________

his old bike for a new scooter.
a. franchise b. barter c. merge d. inventory

_______

7. The clothing store’s mans’ were pleased with the styles.
a. vendors b. barters c. mergers d. patrons

8. The terms of the

________

must be accepted by representatives of both companies.
a. merger b. backlog c. inflation d. inventory

9. Some countries that used to restrict

________

now encourage business activity.
a. commerce b. backlog c. inflation d. patrons

S
10. Teddy Roosevelt believed that no single company should have a

_____

over
any product or service.

o a. barter b. monopoly c. patron d. backlog

Challenge: The

_______

of the two huge companies threatened to create

:. merger.. monopoly b. barter.. .commerce c. inflation.. .backlog

a



Thanks, Kemmons Wflson!
On a car trip with his family, Kemmons Wilson was
horrified by the roadside hotels that they encountered. So
lie decided to start his own hotel business. Today, those
hotels are the internationally famous Holiday Inns.

Wilson’s early life was difficult. Shortly after he was
born, his father died. His hard-working mother lost her
job during the Great Depression of the 1930s. So Wilson
dropped out of school to help support the family. He
bought a popcorn machine and sold popcorn at a movie
theater. By the time he was twenty, Wilson had earned
enough money to buy a house for his mothei (1) The
family crisis had brought out his talent for commerce.
(2) Wilson purchased the local jukebox franchise and
brought music into restaurants. Then, he began to build
homes.

By the 1950s, Wilson was married, and he and his
wife had five children. On a vacation with his family, he
became disgusted with the conditions of the cabins and
motels that they stayed in. The rooms were often small
and dirty. Many places charged two dollars extra per
child. With five, Wilson paid ten extra dollars each night.

(3) Because lie believed that all patrons should
he welcomed equally, Wilson created a new type of
hotel. He called it the Holiday Inn. Unlike other hotels,
it provided air conditioning, a swimming pool. ice
machines, free parking, and a restaurant. Rooms also
feattired telephones and televisions. Most important,
each room could be rented for a fixed price of six dollars
per night; children stayed for no extra charge.

Wilson’s hotels became so popular that he was able
to develop a vast chain of them across the United States
and worldwide. He sold franchises only to people who

agreed to maintain high-quality services. (4) Today,
that chain has an inventory of several hundred thousand
rooms. (5) Since the 1950s, room prices have increased
with inflation. However, their relatively low cost still
appeals to families traveling with children. (6) These
hotels are so popular that if you call for a reservation,
you may have to wait while operators handle a backlog
of calls.

Holiday Inns can be found throughout the world.
Vacationers to Aruba can stay in one when they visit the
island. (7) There, they can bask in the sun, swim, or
shop at the stalls of the local vendors. (B) They will
observe local people bartering their goods.

(9) Of course, Wilson did not have a monopoly on
the hotel business. Competitors copied his ideas, and
today’s travelers have many choices of places to stay.

(10) Through a merger of companies, Wilson’s
chain was eventtialiy taken over by another company
Yet, Holiday Inns still offer service, quality, and low
cost to traveling families. Today, people around the
world can thank Kemmons Wilson for the inexpensive,
good-quality hotels that they enjo)c

Each sentence below refers to a numbered sentence in the passage. Write the letter of
the choice that gives the sentence a meaning that is closest to the original sentence.

________

1. This family crisis had brought out Wilson’s talent for

________

a. raising prices b. mathematics c. selling goods

_____

2. Wilson purchased the local jukebox

______

and brought music into
restaurants.
a. factory

______

3. Because he believed that all

________

should be welcomed equally, Wilson
created a new type of hotel.
a. workers b. children c. sellers

______

4. Today, that chain has a

________

several hundred thousand rooms.
a. plan for b. shortage of c. regular customer of

d. combining companies

d. customers

a.
C
V

b. rights to sell c. unfilled orders d. machine

d. total of

C
C

I
n



NAME DATE

________

5. Room prices have increased with

________

a. rising prices b. overtime c. trade d. merchandise

6. You may have to wait while operators handle a(n)

_______

of calls.
a. combination b. buildup c. absence d. union

________

7. There, they can bask in the sun, swim, or shop at the stalls of the local

________

a. buyers b. artists c. sellers d. manufacturers

_______

8. They will observe local people

_______

their goods.
a. selling b. buying c. exchanging d. donating

_______

9. Of course, Wilson did not have a(n)

_______

the hotel business.
a. authority for b. interest in c. loan for d. control over

_______

10. Through a

_______

of companies, Wilson’s chain was eventually taken over by
another company.
a. combining b. taking apart c. bankruptcy d1 distribution

Indicate whether the statements below are TRUE or FALSE according to the passage.

1. Wilson had a talent for creating successful businesses.

2. Wilson misunderstood what customers wanted a hotel to be.

3. Wilson’s hotels still offer a good value.

Complete each sentence so that it shows the meaning of the italicized word.

1. The patron was angry because

________________________________________________________________

2.
Because of it:fiation

_______________________________________________________________________________

Complete the sentence by writing the correct form of the word shown in
parentheses. You may not need to change the form that is given.

____________________

1. After the two stores

________,both

names were changed. (merger)

z

_________________

2. The owners of the frame store often exchanged goods by with the other
shopkeepers. (barter)

_________________

3. A company may sell

_______

as a way to raise money and to expand. (franchise)
4-
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__
__________

5.

6.

7. The

________

for the new entertainment system is at least two weeks long.

(backlog)

___________________

8. The ice-cream

________

were very busy during the heat wave. (vendor)

___________________

9. For tax purposes, retail stores are required to report the total value of their

(inventory)

________________

10. Some businesses are nonprofit; others are (commerce)

Choose the answer that best describes the action or situation.

1. What a person who is barteruig is doing

a. trading b. combining c. granting rights d. listing

___________

2. Something you might in ventory

3. A place where coiitinerce would most likely occur

a. a school b. a police station c. a marketplace d. a charity eveni

4. Something that would most likely he backlogged in early September

b. school supplies c. New Year’s cards

5. The number of companies that have control of a monopoly

_________

6. Two things that might merge
a. two planets b. two mittens c. two trees d. two businesses

7. Something a vendor would vend

a. umbrellas b. eternal happiness

8. A business franchise that a high-school student would he likely to buy

9. Something that would signal inflation

c. a sports team

_______

10. Something a patron would be likely to support by donating money

S

C
C

—-

_

4. Many people like to businesses close to where they live. (patron)

Someone always seems to_______ the teacher’s attention. (monopoly)

All the scores were

________

because the math test was too easy. (inflation)

I

a. blades of grass b. bathtub xvater c. a coin collection d. passing clouds

a. caps and gowns

a. all b.several c. three

d. winter coats

d. one

a. an oil company b. a paper route

a. variable prices b. falling prices c. stable prices

a. tax assessments

c. higher prices d. personal satisfaction

d. an airport

d. rising prices

c. community arts d. rising crimeb. home movies

a)

D
C
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V
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Unit iiI Nonfiction

New Communication Forms

Linguistics is the scientific study of language. Linguists study how languages develop and
change overtime. According to some linguists, the most rapid change in language since
the Middle Ages is occurring right now. The changes are due to new technologies.

People today don’t have to communicate face to face, nor do they have to send handwritten
messages. Instead, people can use computers and send e-mail messages to each other.
They can also lM (instant message) each other, as well as send text messages using their
cell phones.

These new forms of communication are different than verbal or standard written
communication because answers are not always expected immediately and the effect of
emotion and tone of voice is lost. In addition, one can edit what one communicates by
cutting and pasting messages. One can carry on multiple IM or e-mail conservations at
once.

As people have adapted to the new
communication forms, linguists have tound that
language “shortcuts” are now part of a user’s
standard vocabulary. For example, “LOL’ means
“laughing out loud.” “ROTFU’ means “rolling on
the floor laughing:’ ‘TY” means “thank you:’
“TTYL’ means “talk to you later:’ ‘AFK” means
‘away from keyboard:’ “BRB” means “be right
back:’ “CYA’ means “see you later:’

Overtime, languages die out. Some linguists
are worried that these new communication
forms will make some languages die out faster
than before. This is because most international
e-mail is in English. The size and the structure
of the keyboard also play a part. For example,
it is easier to write in English on the keyboard
than it is to write in languages such as Chinese,
Japanese, or Arabic.



Unitli

‘Steven, I need succor immediately!”

Succor

Steven didn’t want to stop instant messaging his friends, but he recognized the tone in his
mother’s voice. She meant business. “Mother;’ he said, trying not to let the irritation show
in his own voice, “I wish you wouldn’t use vocabulary words I can’t understand. I don’t know
what ‘succor’ means, so how can I help you get succor when I don’t know what ‘succor’
means?”

‘Succor’ means ‘help’ or ‘aid; and I
need it immediately!
with this new techno
people design these
electronic machines

I’m so frustrated
logy. I really think
complicated
on purpose

so no ordinary, normal person can
understand them. Please get in here
and see if you can figure out how
to turn on this television. This is so
exasperatingl”

After typing “BRB” on his keyboard,
Steven walked into the living room.
He sat down and started pushing
some buttons on the television’s
remote controL

Steven’s mother said, “That won’t work! I already pushed those buttons, and I changed the
battery. Oh, forget it. I’m going to telephone for a television-service technician, because
there must be something seriously wrong:’

As Steven’s mother walked out of the room to make her telephone call, Steven noticed that
the television set wasn’t plugged in. He plugged it in, calling, “Mother, it’s fixed.”

Steven’s mom put down the phone and returned to the living room. Shaking her head in
amazement, she said, “What in the world did you do?”

Shrugging nonchalantly, Steven said, “I restored an isolated cable to its proper input
connector.”

“I didn’t understand what you said;’ Steven’s mom said, “but this I know: you’re a geniu&”



—

-_____________

Show WhatYou Know
The following are questions based on the passages “New Communication Forms” and

“Succor” If needed, you may look back at the passages to answer the questions.

1. A linguist would be least likely to study

G3 languages other than English.

® changes in word spelling over time.

© how to type using language shortcuts.

© when new vocabulary words become part of a language.

2. Steven’s mom wanted succor because

® she wanted to be exasperated.

® she couldn’t turn on the television.

© she didn’t understand what Steven said.

© she was going to call a service technician.

3. What do both stories have in common?

® They are both about vocabulary.

® They are both about linguistics.

J They are both about technicians.

© They are both about keyboard size.

4. Most likely, if Steven had gotten an e-mail message from his mom, he would
not have

® asked what “succor” meant.

® plugged in the isolated cable.

© recognized the tone in her voice.

© stopped instant-messaging his friends.

5. When Steven typed “BRB” on his keyboard, what message did he communicate?

be right back

© better rush big

© breakfast break

© best rest board



Unit 11 Questions

Show What You Know (cont]

6. Fill in the chart with information from the story “New Communication Forms:’

New forms of communication How different from “old” forms

7 Write down exactly what Steven said to his mother after he “fixed” the television.

Then, using vocabulary Steven’s mom would be more likely to understand, write

down how Steven “fixed” the TV.

What he said What he meant

Write three or more sentences that tell what each story is about.

8. “New Communication Forms”

9. “Succor1’

10. Linguists have found that most young people have between up to 12 lM

conversations going on at the same time. On a separate piece of paper, write

one or two paragraphs where you discuss the following:

4• how many IM conversations you think you might be or are comfortable engaging

in at the same time

if you think you could have as many verbal conversations as you could have IM
conversations at the same time

•! how you think your lM conversations would differ from your verbal conversations



Unit 12 1 Nonfiction

The Disliked Hat

Ted Lewin went to the Galapagos Islands to take photographs of the wildlife. The
Galapagos Islands are volcanic islands that lie about 600 miles (965 km) off the coast of the
South American country of Ecuador. They are home to many unique species.

Lewin hired a highly-trained guide named William to take him around. William was always
neatly dressed, but Lewin didn’t like William’s hat. Lewin objected to William’s hat because
Lewin felt it wasn’t a proper guide hat. The hat made Lewin judge William. It made Lewin
less confident of William’s abilities.

One day, William guided Lewin to a
deserted beach. Using a telephoto
lens, Lewin began to take pictures of
a large bull sea lion. After swimming
back and forth through the pounding
waves, the bull made its way toward
shore. Lewin snapped picture after
picture. As the bull landed on shore
like a bullet and raced toward Lewin
on its flippers, it began to fill up Lewin’s
camera frame more and more. All of
a sudden Lewin realized that it was
very close! He could clearly see its
wide-open mouth and sharp teeth
ready to bite I

Lewin turned to flee, but he twisted his foot in the sand. Lewin expected to be bitten, but
instead, he saw William purposefully run between Lewin and the angry bull. Then, William
used his hat to distract the bull from Lewin by waving it back and forth in his outstretched
hand. Later, safely away from the bull, Lewin realized that his opinion about William’s hat
wasn’t the same as it was before. Rather than disliking the hat, he liked it very much,
indeed!
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Fiction

Her Own Personal Style

Kirniko, Michelle, and Zenaida looked over at the table where Samantha, the new girl, was

eating by herself. They didn’t invite her to join them. Instead, they made mean comments

about how she dressed. “She’s uncomfortably weird and probably not too bright:’ Zenaida

said as the girls exited the cafeteria. “Why doesn’t she wear blue jeans like everyone else?”

Over the next couple of weeks, Samantha continued to come to school dressed in her own

personal style. One day at lunch, she walked over to the table where Kimiko, Michelle, and

Zenaida were sitting. “My cousin’s coming to town tomorrow:’ Samantha said, “and I was

wondering if you’d like to meet her. Her name is—”

‘We wouldn’t:’ Michelle said icily before Samantha could even finish her sentence.

A few weeks later, Zenaida dropped a magazine
down in front of Kimiko and Michelle. “Look at
those pictures of Molly Timberlake,” she said.
Molly Timberlake was only in seventh grade, but
already she was a famous movie star.

“I wish I could be Molly Timberlake,” Michelle
cried. “She has such a unique sense of style, and
she’s so creative when it comes to putting together
her outfits:’

“Yes:’ said Zenaida. “Do you recognize the
outfits’?”

Michelle and Kimiko grew quiet as they turned the
pages of the magazine. In every picture, Molly
Timberlake was wearing an outfit that Samantha had worn earlier to school.

How is this possible?” gasped Kimiko.

Just then Samantha walked by. “Molly’s my
the time because she says my style of dress
and spunk that fits her perfectly”

cousin:’ she
is a unique

said. ‘She borrows my clothes all
blend of elegance, individuality,



Lstions

Show What You Know
The following are questions based on the passages “The Disliked Hat” and “Her Own Personal

Style.’ If needed, you may look back at the passages to answer the questions.

1. What statement can you conclude is true from the story “The Disliked Hat”?
All guides wear hats.

® There is a proper guide hat.

© One’s hat matches one’s abilities.

© Some hats have practical purposes.

2. One reason Kimiko, Michelle, and Zenaida made mean comments about Samantha
may be because they

were uncomfortably weird.

© were not famous movie stars.

© were not able to borrow her clothes.

© were afraid of showing their individuality.

3. What do both stories have in common?

® people who judged others by what they wore

© people who used clothes to distract others

© people who had the same personal style of dress

© people who wore clothes with a unique blend of elegance

4. When something is unique, it is

one of a kind.

a proper style.

© a type of animal species.

© an item of comfortable clothing.

5. A proverb is an old, wise saying. What proverb might Lewin, Kimiko, Michelle, and
Zenaida take special note of?

A miss is as good as a mile.

® You can’t judge a book by its cover.

© A place for everything, and everything in its place.

© People who live in glass houses shouldn’t throw stones.



UnIti!__j Questions

Show What You Know(0t.)

6. Fill in the chart with information about how Lewin felt about William’s hat at the
beginning and end of the story and what event caused the change.

Beginning Event End

Z Keep it straight! Write in the names of all the characters from the story “Her Own
Personal Style” in the order they were introduced. Then, write down one thing the
character said at one point in the story or something they did. If you write down

something a character said, remember to use quotation marks.

Character Action or Quote

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Write three or more sentences that tell what each story is about.

8. “The Disliked Hat”

9. “Her Own Personal Style”

10. Write one or more paragraphs where you debate the question, “Should one judge

others by what they wear?” In your response, you may weigh one side (yes or no)

more heavily than the other, but at least give one example for each side. (Use a
separate piece of paper.)



Two Early Motorcycle Racers

The first motorized vehicle to cross the continent of North America was a motorcycle. The
feat was accomplished in 1903 by George Wyman. It took Wyman 51 days to race from
San Francisco, California, to New York City, New York. Wyman had been offered a bonus if
he could make the trip in 40 days. Wyman tried his best, but it was impossible. The failure
was not so much a result of Wyman’s motorcycle. It instead lay in the state of the roads and
weather conditions.

There weren’t any freeways in North America in the early 1900s. As most roads that
connected cities to towns were unpaved, storms could have devastating effects. Heavy
rains could wash out bridges, and they could turn bumpy, dusty roads into oozing pits of
wheel-clinging mud. Heavy winds could create further slowdowns by blocking the roads
with toppled limbs and other debris. As bad as the roads could be, there were some
stretches between towns where roads didn’t exist at all. Although Wyman tried riding along
railroad tracks for those legs of the journey, he was severely hampered and slowed by snow.

Some ol the first shorter motorcycle races
were held on board tracks rather than
roads. Board tracks were made by laying
down rough cut lumber that hadn’t been
smoothed or sanded. The purpose of the
rough surface was to provide traction, but
it also provided early racer Glen Boyd with
a nickname. Boyd was in a race in 1912
when his rear tire blew out, throwing him
into a slide. After it took doctors two weeks
to remove more than 200 wooden splinters
from his body, Boyd became known as
“Slivers.”
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Unit 14 Fiction

Hog Ride

‘)ren’t you riding the bus home today?” Miranda asked Douglas.

“No:’ Douglas replied, picking up and shouldering his backpack. “My aunt and uncle just

bought some new hogs, and I’ll ride on the back of one of them:’

Walking alongside Douglas as he exited the building, Miranda laughed and said, “Douglas, I

just don’t see you on the back of a pig. Tell me you misspoke!”

Douglas explained, “I didn’t mean the animal! I meant a motorcycle. A hog is a nickname

for a large motorcycle:’

How did ‘hog’ become a nickname for a motorcycle?’ asked Miranda. “It’s not a nickname

I’d expect, because a hog doesn’t make me think of speed and power. It makes me think of

animals wallowing in mud:’

“When motorcycles were first being
marketed, a number of motorcycle
companies organized factory racing
teams;’ explained Douglas. “Team
members rode on bikes especially
designed for speed. People really
enjoyed watching the races, and all the
attention provided great publicity for
the companies and their products. The
Harley-Davidson motorcycle company’s
racing team had a mascot:’

“Let me guess,” interrupted Miranda. ‘Their mascot was a hog!”

‘A real live pig;’ Douglas said. “In 1920, the Harley-Davidson team became known as the

‘hog boys,’ because whenever they won a competition, they would take a victory lap holding

their mascot! Over time, Harley-Davidson motorcycles became known as hogs, and today,

some people use the nickname as a generic term for any large motorcycle:’

Just then two large, powerful motorcycles pulled up. Douglas’s aunt said, “Would your

friend like a ride, too? We’ve got an extra helmet:’

Grinning broadly, Miranda said, ‘A hog ride it is!”



Unit 14 Questions

Show What You Know
The following are questions based on the passages “Two Early Motorcycle Racers” and

“Hog Ride.” If needed, you may look back at the passages to answer the questions.

1. By how many days did Wyman miss getting his bonus?

®11

®40

©51

© 200

2. What type of nickname would Miranda most likely have expected for a large
motorcycle?

cow

© goat

© duck

E.J horse

3. What is one thing that both stories have in common?

races

© roads

© mascots

© nicknames

4. Most likely, when Wyman rode across the continent he did not have to worry

® about debris.

about silvers.

© about snowstorms.

© about washed-out bridges.

5. Most likely, some of the early races motorcycle companies organized

were on freeways.

© were on board tracks.

© were on the backs of pigs

were on bikes especially designed for unpaved roads.



Unit’’ Questions

Show What You Know(00.]
6. Fill in the information about Wyman’s trip.

Stan Road conditions End

1 1 noroasataH

‘C, -

I I-

I ii

7 On the longer line, write down who said what in “Hog Ride:’ Then, list in order
when it was said. Put “1”by what happened first. Put “5” by what happened last.

“Their mascot was a hogr’

_____

“We’ve got an extra helmet.”

__________________________

“Tell me you misspoke”

— “Harley-Davidson motorcycles ... known as hogs:’

—____ “I didn’t mean the animal!

____________________

Write three or more sentences that tell what each story is about.

8. “Two Early Motorcycle Racers1’

9. “Hog Ride”

10. On a separate piece of paper, answer the following questions. Write one
paragraph for each question:

•!‘ Why do you think the first motorized vehicle to cross the continent was a
motorcycle instead of a car? Make sure you use in formation from the stories in
your answer

!- If one had crossed the continent today would a motorcycle be the best motorized
vehicle to use? Tell why or why not.



Uniti5J

A Social Mob

A group of meerkats is called a mob. Meerkats, despite their name, are not cats. Instead,
they belong in the mongoose family. Thin, sleek animals, a meerkat’s body measures about
1 foot (30 cm) long. A meerkat’s tail is almost as long as its body, and it is used to help the
meerkat stand upright on its long, hind legs.

A meerkat’s habitat is that of the hot, dry savannas and deserts of Southern Africa.
Meerkats have physical adaptations that help them survive in their harsh surroundings.
For example, their long, thin bodies help them lose heat quickly, and the dark rings around
their eyes act as sunglasses and help protect them from the bright glare of the sun.

A meerkat’s social behavior is also well adapted to its environment.
For example, temperatures can drop drastically at night, but a
meerkat stays warm by sleeping huddled in an underground
burrow with other mob members. Group living also allows
meerkats to take turns at sentry duty. Standing upright, sentries
can watch for danger. When an enemy such as an eagle, snake,
or lackal is spotted, the sentry uses certain calls that tell the others
what to do.

Meerkats help each other raise their pups, or young. Scientists call
this “cooperative breeding behavior:’ Nursing mothers must forage
for food five to eight hours per day. Despite her long absence, the
pups are never left alone. Other meerkats cooperate by taking
turns as babysitters, keeping the pups warm and protecting them
from enemies. Babysitting duty can be very tiring. A babysitter
may lose two percent of its body weight before the
mother returns.

meerkat sentry



Babysitting Like a Meerkat

“Your references all checked out. Emergency numbers are by the telephone. Brittany and
Anthony are insideY

Spencer nodded, surprised that Mrs. McCarthy had met him outside on the walk leading
up to the front door of her house. Usually when Spencer was babysitting a new family for
the first time, the parents waited inside and introduced him to the children. When Spencer
entered the house, he began to get an inkling of why Mrs. McCarthy might have been in
such a rush to leave. His two charges were in full battle, hurling insults, pillows, and stuffed
animals at each other.

Spencer didn’t say a word. He walked over to the window and stood in such a way that he
could see the two squabbling children, as well as outside. After a few minutes, Anthony
demanded, ‘What type of babysitter are you? You’re supposed to make us behave!”

“Yeah;’ Brittany taunted. “There’s something wrong with you:’

“Like a meerkat, I’m keeping an eye out for predators;’ Spencer replied.

‘What are you talking about?” asked Anthony. “What’s a meerkat?”

As Spencer began to answer, describing meerkat
physical and social characteristics, he casually moved
over to the couch and sat down. Brittany and Anthony
sat down next to him, listening wide-eyed as Spencer
regaled the two children with stories about life in a
meerkat mob.

When Mrs. McCarthy came home, she was shocked to
see the children playing cooperatively. She rewarded
Spencer with a huge tip on top of his hourly fee.
Walking home, Spencer thought, “I’m tired, but I got
paid and didn’t lose two percent of my body weight!
There are advantages to being human!”
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Urnt15 L$Jesons

Show What You Know
The following are questions based on the passages “A Social Mob” and “Babysitting Like a

Meerkat” If needed, you may look back at the passages to answer the questions.

1. What information is not given in the story “A Social Mob”?

® what meerkats eat

® where meerkats live

© how meerkats behave

c what meerkats look like

2. When Brittany and Andrew were playing cooperatively,

® they did not get along.

© they were not squabbling.

© they did not have an inkling.

© they were taunting each other.

3. What do both stories have in common?

® predators

© babysitting

© desert and savannah habitats

© cooperative breeding behavior

4. How might Spencer differ from a meerkat babysitter?

® He was paid.

© He kept the children safe.

© He lost 2% of his body weight.

© He kept the children from getting chilled.

5. When Spencer looked out the window, he was behaving like a

pup.

© mob.

© sentry.

© predator



Unit 15 ( Questions

Show What You Know (cont.]

6. Fill in the boxes with some physical and social meerkat characteristics. Tell how
the characteristic helps a meerkat survive.

Physical Soc/al

7 Fill in the boxes to show the story elements for “Babysitting Like a Meerkat2

Setting Characters Act/on/Pt-cblem Outcome

Write three or more sentences that tell what each story is about.

8. “A Social Mob”

9. “Babysitting Like a Meerkat”

10. Compare and contrast the way meerkats and humans take care of their young.
Use the phrase “cooperative breeding behavior” in your answer. Your answer
should be one or two paragraphs long. (Use a separate piece of paper)



Unit Nonfiction

The World’s Largest Flat

Bolivia is a landlocked South American
country. There is one part of Bolivia in
the southwest where one can go and be
completely surrounded by white. It is a
vast area at a very high elevation. It covers
4,085 square miles (10,580 sq km). Its
elevation is 11,995 feet (3,656 m) above
sea level.

One would think that at this high elevation
the color would come from snow, but it
doesn’t. The color comes from salt. The
area is the largest salt flat in the world. The
salt flat is called the Uyuni Salt Flat (Salar
de Uyuni). It has been estimated that the
Uyuni Salt Flat contains more than 10 billion
tons (9,072 kg) of line salt. In some places,
the salt deposits are 16 feet (4.9 m) deep.

Tourists that venture to this desolate and
windswept area can stay in a hotel that is
constructed from materials at hand. In this case, the material at hand is salt! To construct
the hotel, blocks of salt were cut out of the ground with chainsaws. The blocks were then
used to form floors, walls, tables, chairs, and even beds.

Tourists can also venture out to a tiny volcanic island. One would think that the island
would be surrounded by water, but the island is about 50 miles (80 km) from the shore
of the salt flat and is surrounded by salt. Scientists have studied the island’s flora (plant
life) and fauna (animal life) because it presents a unique case of an isolated ecosystem.
Scientists have measured cactuses at heights of 40 feet (12.2 m). They have observed
a stranded colony of viscachas. A viscacha is a type of long-tailed rodent that looks very
much like a wild rabbit.



Unit 17 1 Fiction

Letter from La Paz

On a bench in Plaza Murillo

La Paz, Bolivia

Around the middle ofMarch

Dear Jennifer,

The passenger next to me on the bus today was a firefighter from La Paz. You
wouldn’t believe what he told me. He said that the La Paz fire brigade is seldom
called on to put out fires! He said that their busiest time is the rainy season,
when there are lots of floods. Incredulous, I asked him why.

The firefighter explained that it has to do with the altitude. La Paz’s elevation
is 12,001 feet (3,658 m), and this elevation, by the way, makes La Paz the
worlds highest administrative capital city in the world! (Bolivia’s judicial
capital is Sucre, but all legislative and executive functions take place in La
Paz.) At such a high altitude, the oxygen density in the air is much lower than
that found at sea level. The low oxygen density makes it difficult for flames to
spread!

This is just an amazing country, Jennifer. There is much to see, from the high,
rugged mountains of the Andes to the lush tropical rain forests that serve as
the gateway to the Amazon. I’ve seen flightless birds called rheas that are very
similar to ostriches. Rheas are the largest birds in North and South America.
I ye seen spectacled bears. These bears are native to South America. I was
incredulous when I was told that they don’t hibernate. When I ventured to
ask why, Iwas told it was because they don’t need to, since they are mainly
vegetarian and their food supply is available all year.

Looking forward to showing you my photographs,

Nicole



Unit ;— -. Questions

ShowWhatYou Know
The following are questions based on the passages “The World’s Largest Flat” and “Letter

from La Paz.” If needed, you may look back at the passages to answer the questions.

1. Most likely the ecosystem on the island in the liyuni Salt Flat is isolated because

it is hard to leave.

it is surrounded by water.

© it is surrounded by white.

it is at a very high elevation.

2. When one finds something incredulous,

one finds it hard to believe.

one finds it available all year

© one finds it difficult to be spread.

one finds it to be at a high altitude.

3. What do both stories have in common?

® They are both about fires in South America.

® They are both about an island in South America.

© They are both about desolate areas in South America.

© They are both about a landlocked country in South America.

4. The oxygen density at Uyuni Salt Flat is most likely

® higher than that at sea level.

© about the same as that in La Paz.

© at a level where flames can easily spread.

© at a level where no plants or animals can live.

5. A viscacha is like a rhea in that

® both are a type of Bolivian rodent.

© both are a part of Bolivia’s flora.

© both are a part of Bolivia’s fauna.

© both are found only in Bolivian ecosystems.



___

L$uesons

Show What You Know(00t.)

6. Write down a fact that relates to each number mentioned in the story “The World’s

Largest Flat.”

a. l6feet(4.9m)

b. 40 feet (12.2 m)

____________________ _____________

c. 11,995 feet (3,656 m)

d. 50 miles (80 km)

____________________________________

e. 4,085 square miles (10,580 sq km)

7. Fill in the names of Bolivia’s two capital cities. Underneath each city name, write

what part of the government functions there.

4

__ __

-__

__-

z

_j

it__z
Write three or more sentences that tell what each story is about.

8. “The World’s Largest Flat”

9. “Letter from La Paz”

10. Write a letter that is one or more paragraphs long. In your letter, describe to
someone a place you have visited or would like to visit. Your letter can be as
informal as the one in the lesson, but be sure to include the correct letter parts of

address, date, greeting, and ending. (Use a separate piece of paper)


